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WHAT IS SECURITY?
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Security

 security = management of risk

 IT security is about the management of risk resulting from 
– the loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability (CIA) of information 

that is processed, stored, and transferred by IT systems

– the unauthorized access, corruption, or denial of services and 
resources that are provided by IT systems

completely preventing such incidents is not possible in general  

 the goal should be to ”minimize” the risk of getting compromised
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Safety vs. security

 both try to optimize the risk resulting from undesirable 
conditions, but ...

 safety focuses on risk resulting from random failures, accidents, 
and natural disasters

 security focuses on risk resulting from deliberate attacks carried 
out by intelligent attackers (malice)

Introduction to IT security
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Risk

factors affecting risk:
– threats – people or entities who can do you harm (a.k.a. attackers)

» skill level, motive, opportunity, resources, ...

– vulnerabilities – weaknesses that allow for successful attacks

» ease of discovery, ease of exploit, awareness, ...

– potential loss – the loss you may experience

» nature of loss, business impact

– countermeasures – precautions you take

» technical and non-technical

Introduction to IT security

Risk   =  Likelihood x Impact
(of attacks)
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Business impact

 you should know how much you may loose in order to control how much you 
spend on security

 estimating business impact requires a deep understanding of what is important 
to the organization running the system

 business impact types:
– financial damage

» less than the cost of fixing the vulnerability?
» minor or significant effect on profit?
» bankruptcy?

– reputation damage
» minimal damage?
» some loss of reliability?
» brand damage?

– loss due to non-compliance
– loss due to privacy violation

» amount of PII disclosed?

 estimates may be
– difficult to quantify
– subject to change (may depend on the circumstences)
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Vulnerabilities

 four different types:
– technical: design flaws and implementation errors in systems, hardware, 

software, and protocols
– physical: weaknesses allowing for physical access (e.g., unlocked door)
– operational: weaknesses in the procedures used to operate the system
– personnel: related to security awareness and trustworthiness of people 

(e.g., employees, operators, contractors, ...)

 reasons for the existence of vulnerabilities
– systems are designed, implemented, and operated by humans

» humans are imperfect and sometimes irrational

– systems are increasingly complex
» easy to overlook flaws and mistakes (both in design and implementation)
» hard to test and reason about system properties

– business constraints
» pressure on development time (reduce time-to-market)
» limited resources (budget, work force)
» functionality vs. security trade-offs
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Vulnerabilities

Introduction to IT security

all vulnerabilities

known vulnerabilities –
vulnerabilities that have been 
identified by someone

publicly known vulnerabilities –
vulnerabilities that have been 
made public

zero-day vulnerabilities –
vulnerabilities that are known
only to potential attackers
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Vulnerability management

 reported technical vulnerabilities get a globally recognized identifier
– CVE ID – Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (cve.mitre.org)

 information on reported technical vulnerabilities is stored in public 
vulnerability databases
– structured vulnerability information in a searchable form

» technical details and descriptions, affected systems, impact, references to 
advisories, solutions, and tools 

– examples: US National Vulnerability Database (nvd.nist.gov)

 public availability of vulnerability information helps keeping systems 
free from, at least, known vulnerabilities
– this alone can dramatically decrease the risk one faces

– on the other hand, there may be systems where fixing known vulnerabilities 
is slow or even impossible
» introducing patches requires extensive testing or needs special authorizations 

» but at least you can count with those vulnerabilities when calculating the risk
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Example
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Example
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Zero-day vulnerabilities

 represent great advantage (hence value) for attackers
– exploitable by definition!

 they are hard to find (or expensive to buy)
– some companies make their living out of finding and selling zero-day 

vulnerabilities (or exploits) to criminals and governments

» Zerodium (www.zerodium.com)  

» ReVuln (revuln.com)

 typically used in targeted attacks
– successfully compromising a particular target is important

– risk of detection and exposure of the zero-day vulnerability is small

» if a zero-day vuln is exposed it becomes publicly known and gets fixed             
 substantial loss for attackers
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Zero-day vulnerabilities

 what do they mean for the defender?
– zero-day vulnerabilities are not counted in the risk equation!

» you are optimizing your system defences for the wrong objective 

– could they be counted in somehow?

» how to estimate their likelihood?

» how to determine the impact of an unknown attack?

» what countermeasures should you apply against an unknown vulnerability?

– is this a lost game defenders???
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Countermeasures

 four different types:
– technical: host and network security controls

» e.g., firewalls, anti-virus software, authentication tokens, security protocols, 
cryptographic algorithms, ...

– physical: provide physical security

» e.g., locks, fences, security guards, tamper resistant hardware, ...

– operational: policies and procedures related to the operation of the 
system and management of the personnel

» e.g., access control policies, password changing policies, key management 
procedures, regular security testing, ...

» e.g., hiring and firing procedures, separation of duties, vacation policies, ...

– personnel: increase security awareness and trustworthiness of people

» e.g., security education, increasing employee satisfaction
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Threats

 threats differ in their motivation and goals, technical 
background, information gathering capabilities, and available 
resources

 one cannot really counter a threat  one should focus on 
addressing vulnerabilities 

 however, assumptions on the technical background, 
information gathering capabilities, and available resources of 
the threat influence the selection of countermeasures deployed
– e.g., a given vulnerability may be so unlikely to be exploited by the 

plausible threats that we may not counter that vulnerability

 important: threats need to be re-assessed continuously
– what was not plausible in the past may be plausible in the present due 

to advancement of technology or change of circumstences
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Risk minimization vs. risk optimization

 we said the goal of security is to ”minimize” the risk of attacks
– where risk was defined as the likelihood of attacks multiplied with their 

impact 

 however, the goal is actually not risk minimization in an absolute sense
– that would require to remove as much risk as possible, no matter the costs

 rather, we want to optimize risk, by which we mean minimizing it 
under some budget constraint
– what are the plausible threats?

– what are the known vulnerabilities?

– what is the likelihood of those vulnerabilities being exploited by plausible 
threats? 

– what is the expected loss? (likelihood of attacks combined with the 
potentially resulting loss)

– which countermeasures can reduce the expected loss in a cost effective way? 
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THREATS

“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result 
of a hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every 
victory gained you will also suffer a defeat.”

― Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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Aspects of classification

 motivations

 information gathering capabilities

 level of technical expertise

 amount of resources
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Motivations

 attacker groups or organizations typically have financial, social, 
or political motivations 

 individual attackers are personally motivated 
– to achieve fame and status in some (hacker) community

– revange against employer or partner

 motivations influence 
– strategic objectives 

» e.g., sabotage, information stealing, ransom, destroying reputation, ...

– target selection

– specific technical goals

» e.g., stealing a password, disabling a service, defacement of a web site, ...
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Information gathering capabilities

 success of an attack heavily depends on the amount of information 
that the attacker has about the attacked system

 information can be gathered before and during the attack
 useful information include:

– general system architecture, available services, used hardware and software 
components and their configuration settings, network topology and 
technology

– employed security mechanisms (firewall, antivirus, IDS, ...)
– known vulnerabilities of the used system elements and security solutions
– who are the users and what are their access rights?

 outsider vs. insider attacker
– too simple model
– cannot distinguish between different levels of internal access

» e.g., secretary, engineer, sys admin

– does not capture the case when an outsider attacker becomes insider
» e.g., deploys a backdoor, obtains access credentials, bribes an employee, or 

compromises a subcontractor, who has some access to the target system 
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Level of technical expertise

 technical knowledge is used to transform public and gathered 
information into a successful attack

 can also be used to increase information gathering capabilities

 levels of technical expertise:
– understanding the operation of computer systems and networks

– being familiar with known vulnerabilities and exploit techniques

– ability to discover new vulnerabilities and construct exploits

– ...
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Amount of available resources

 financial resources can be used to 
– increase information gathering capabilities 

» e.g., bribery, ransom, purchase of technical documentations, advanced 
social engineering, or even use of intelligence approaches (OSINT, SIGINT) 

– deepen technical expertise

» hiring experts

» improving own competencies and capabilities

– obtain advanced attack tools and methods

» zero-day exploits

» advanced cryptanalysis tools

» increased computing power

» ...
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Threat models

 script kiddie

 disgruntled employee

 hacktivist group

 terrorist organization

 cybercrime organization

 state sponsored attacker 
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Script kiddie

 archetype of an individual attacker with limited technical expertise, 
available information, and financial resources

 characteristics:
– motivations: 

» self-expression
» achieving some status

– technical expertise: limited
» uses tools and methods developed by others
» may minimally extend existing tools, or combine them in new ways
» may improve in the long-term (education, self-study, practice)

– information gathering capability: limited
» mainly publicly available information
» basic social engineering tricks

– financial resources: limited

 no strategic planning, opportunistic target selection
– chooses targets that seem to be easy to compromise

 potential success due to negligence on the system owner’s side
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Disgruntled employee

 another type of individual attacker

 can be very determined, sometimes even irrational

 characteristics:
– motivations:

» revenge (typically after having been fired, or still as an employee)

» well defined objectives, concious target selection

– information gathering capabilities: potentially advanced
» former employee or still empoyed  internal access to information

» nature of available information depends on his (former) role

» may have very detailed technical knowledge about the system

» has personal connections to other employees (effective social engineering)

– technical expertise: potentially advanced
» depends on his (former) role in the company 

– financial resources: limited

 example:  sabotage against the Maroochy Shire (Australia) waste 
management system http://www.theregister.co.uk/2001/10/31/hacker_jailed_for_revenge_sewage/
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Hacktivist group

 loosely organized group of amateurs with different levels of technical 
background

 characteristics:
– motivations:

» spread or defense of some political or social ideology

» objectives are often related to actual events (visible response to the event)

» no long term strategy, ad hoc campaigns 

– information gathering capabilities: limited
» basically outsider

» has no resources to obtain internal information

» may try to gather information by technical means (hacking)

– technical expertise: variable
» few leaders who have potentially strong technical background

– may have connections to cyber criminal circles

» lot of followers who do what they are told to do

– financial resources: limited

 examples: Anonymous, Syrian Electronic Army
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Terrorist organization

 increased use of computers, but mainly as an auxiliary tool 
– searching and storing information, plans, designs 

– using hacking to obtain intelligence before physical attacks

– in the future, maybe simultaneous physical and cyber attacks (no 
example yet)

 characteristics:
– motivations:

» spread or defense of political or religious ideology

» well defined objectives, strategic planning and target selection

– information gathering capabilities: limited

– technical expertise: limited
» although, they may have links to cyber criminal organizations

– financial resources: potentially large

 determined, sometimes irrational behavior

 examples: no example yet
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Cybercrime organization

 one of the largest threat today for ordinary users and 
organizations 

 characteristics:
– motivations:

» financial profit

» well-defined objectives

» large scale attack campaigns in space and time

– information gathering capabilities: potentially advanced
» mainly using technical approaches, such as spyware, hacking into servers, 

phishing, and social engineering

– technical expertise: advanced
» can employ expert hackers

» can buy exploits, malware, and other advanced attack tools on underground 
markets

– financial resources: large

 examples: many ...
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State sponsored attacker

 strongest attacker, a.k.a. Advanced Persistent Threat
 well organized and rich in resources
 has clear objectives (espionage or sabotage), performs strategic 

planning, and carries out long-term, targeted operations
 characteristics:

– motivations:
» aligned with motivations and objectives of the sponsoring state
» mainly political or economical

– information gathering capabilities: advanced
» cyber espionage and surveillance tools
» traditional intelligence gathering (e.g., SIGINT)

– technical expertise: advanced
» complex research, development, and training programs
» can employ or train expert hackers
» can buy zero-day exploits, malware, and other advanced attack tools legitimately

– e.g., www.finfisher.com
– e.g., www.hackingteam.it

– financial resources: large

 examples: APT1 (PLA 61398), TAO
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The cyber underground

 the biggest underground economy fostered by the Internet

 what makes this possible?
– large amount of available value on the Internet

» real money, data, services, and computing resources

– exploitable weaknesses
» poorly maintained systems, confused users

– laws and regulations are ill-defined and hard to enforce
– ad hoc, script-kiddie attacks  large-scale, organized crime
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Makeup and infrastructure

 different actors that collaborate and trade with each other
– specialized roles
– mutual benefits (win-win situations, non-zero sum games)

 products and services are sold and bought on underground markets
– on-line interactions using various communication infrastructure
– anonymous payment methods such as WU, e-gold, or bitcoin

 communication infrastructure
– in the old days: IRC (Internet Relay Chat) networks
– today: social networks and public forums
– anonymous communication systems (e.g., Tor)

 attack infrastructure
– mainly botnets
– but also proxy servers, hosting services for web sites, DNS, and stolen data
– money mule networks, bank accounts 
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Actors

 information dealers
– make profit by selling valuable information

– examples:

» customer data (can be used for identity theft)

» account credentials, credit card numbers

» technical information, such as security vulnerabilities

 resource dealers
– make profit by selling computing or human resources

– examples:

» create, maintain, and expand botnets

» broking hackers

» recruiting low level workers for attack campaigns
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Examples for information on sale

<A> selling adminpassword of online store with hundreds of cvv2 and Bank account # and

Routing #. I receive the payment 1st (WU/E-Gold). Also trade cvv2 for [WEBSITE] account.

<A> Full info for sale

<A> Name: John Smith

<A> Address 1: XXX S Middlefield Road.

<A> City: XXX

<A> State: CA

<A> Zip: XXXXX

<A> Country: usa

<A> Date Of Birth: 04/07/19XX

<A> Social Security Number: XXX-XX-5398

<A> Mothers Maiden Name: Jones

<A> Drivers License Number: XXXX24766

<A> Drivers License State: CA

<A> Credit Card Number: XXXXXXXXXXXX2134

<A> Credit Card Brand: Visa

<A> EXP Date: 10/2010

<A> CVV Number: 178

<A> Card Bank Name: Citibank

<A> Secret Question 1: What is the model and make of your first car?

<A> Secret Question 1 Answer: Geo, Prism

<A> Secret Question 2: What is your first Pet's name?

<A> Secret Question 2 Answer: Sabrina
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Underground market prices

Introduction to IT security

http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp-russian-underground-revisited.pdf
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A recruitment example
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Actors

 service providers
– make profit by offering different services

– examples:
» bullet-proof hosting

– offer locations to store attack content (exploit code, malware, and stolen data)

– may be official hosting providers or use compromised systems for storage 

– typically offshore, based in safe havens (for attackers) such as Russia and China

» proxy, VPN, and re-direction services

» running a spam or DDoS campaign

» special malware checking services

» social engineering and hacking-as-a-service 

 R&D people, tool makers
– make profit by creating and selling custom-ordered attack tools, such as 

malware, packers, exploit code, DDoS tools, ...

– before release, the product is put through a QA process to ensure that all is 
functioning well and potentially evading detection
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Underground market prices
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Underground market prices
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Underground market prices
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Actors

 criminals, fraudsters, and attack launchers
– pay for information, resources, attack tools and services, in order to 

launch attacks such as financial fraud, spam, DDoS, and other crimes

 cashiers or ”money mules”
– people who are knowingly or unknowingly used to launder money

» anonymously move money from one country or bank account to another

» typically through anonymous wire transfer services such as Western Union

– several mules, anonymous services and various bank accounts are used 
in order to make it harder for authorities to trace funds and to place 
legal responsibility on the mules themselves
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Money mules – illustrated

Introduction to IT security
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Putting the pieces together

Introduction to IT security

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/tzink/archive/2010/12/23/graphic-how-a-money-mule-operation-works.aspx
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Features of targeted attacks

 targeted = victim is not random, but chosen on purpose
– a given organization or (set of) individual(s)

 highly customized tools and intrusion techniques
– malware delivery by spear phishing and social engineering

– using partners in the supply chain as stepping stones

– multiple different exploits (often zero-day or very fresh)

 stealthy operation and persistence 
– bypassing mainstream AV and security products without detection

– careful design and intensive testing to avoid any anomalies

 well-funded and well-staffed organizations                                   
behind
– military or state intelligence

– large companies (competitors)
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Stuxnet (June 2010)

PC running WinCC PLC 
management software

PLC controlling the
uranium centrifuges

uranium centrifuges

Stuxnet infected PCs, and
took over the communication
between the PC and the PLC

then modified
the PLC program 

modified program 
destroyed centrifuges

 “the Most Menacing Malware in History” (Kim Zetter, Wired)

 targeted the Natanz nuclear enrichment plant in Iran

 used multiple zero-day exploits

 possibly created by Western nation states
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Duqu (October 2011)
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Other examples

Introduction to IT security

https://apt.securelist.com/
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Cyber espionage workflow

source: TrendMicro Security Intelligence Blog
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Size of victim organizations

small organizations in 
the supply-chain of 

large ones are often 
used as stepping stones 
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Advanced Persistent Threats

 APT1 (PLA Unit 61398)
– nearly 150 victims over 7 years

– maintained access to victim 
networks for an average of 356 
days

– size of its infrastructure implies 
a large organization with at least 
dozens, but potentially
hundreds of human operators
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Advanced Persistent Threats

 Office of Tailored Access Operations (TAO)
– cyber-warfare intelligence-gathering unit of the NSA

– identifies, monitors, infiltrates, and gathers intelligence on computer 
systems being used by entities foreign to the United States (computer 
network exploitation)

– has tools for breaking into commonly used hardware, including routers, 
switches, and firewalls from multiple product vendor lines (QUANTUM 
attack suite)
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Scope of the course

 IT security is a broad field, and we cannot cover everything in 
one course

 IT systems are typically distributed systems consisting of 
networked computers running software and exchanging 
information with each other

Introduction to IT security

security of individual computers

security of computer networks

security of communication protocols

Network Security VIHIMB00

Security Protocols VIHIMA05

Computer Security VIHIMA06
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Course outline

 user authentication
– passwords, biometrics, tokens

 access control to resources 
– basic concepts and models

– examples from Linux and Windows

 memory corruption attacks and countermeasures
– exploiting bugs in software written in low level languages (e.g., C/C++)

– stack overflow, ROP, heap overflow, integer overflow, ...

 secure coding
– principles and examples for development of secure software 

 malicious software (malware)
– history, current state

– some technical details on their operation and detection
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Course outline

 computer security incident response
– how to prepare for efficient incident handling

– digital forensics 

 security of computing platforms different from a PC
– security of modern browsers

– mobile platform security (iOS, Android)
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Further reading

 Symantec Corporation, Internet Security Threat Report 2015,
Volume 20                                     
https://www4.symantec.com/mktginfo/whitepaper/ISTR/21347932_GA-internet-security-threat-report-volume-20-2015-
social_v2.pdf

 M. Goncharov, Russian Underground Revisited, Trend Micro 
Research Paper, 2014 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-

papers/wp-russian-underground-revisited.pdf

 J. Franklin et al., An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the 
Wealth of Internet Miscreants, ACM Computer and 
Communications Security Conference (CCS), 2007. 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jfrankli/acmccs07/ccs07_franklin_eCrime.pdf

 Levchenko et al., Click Trajectories: End-to-End Analysis of the 
Spam Value Chain, IEEE Security and Privacy Symposium, 
Oakland 2011. http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~savage/papers/Oakland11.pdf

 Mandiant, APT1: Exposing one of China’s Cyber Espionage 
Units, Mandiant Threat Intelligence Report, 2013. 
http://intelreport.mandiant.com/Mandiant_APT1_Report.pdf
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Control questions

 What kind of risks are relevant for IT security?

 What is the difference between safety and security?

 What factors do affect risk? 

 What type of vulnerabilities do exist in IT systems?

 Why those vulnerabilities do occur in practice?

 What are zero day vulnerabilities and why are they dangerous?

 What type of countermeasures do exist that reduce the risk? 
Give some examples for each type!

 What is the difference between risk minimization and risk 
optimization? What kind of questions do we need to answer 
during risk optimization? 
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Control questions

 What are the aspects of threat classification? 

 What type of information is useful to collect before an attack?

 What levels of technical expertise of attackers can we 
distinguish?

 What can financial resources be converted to?

 What typical threat models do exist? Summarize each of those 
models in terms of attacker motivations, level of technical 
expertise, information gathering capabilities, and available 
financial resources!
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Control questions

 How the cyber underground is organized? What are the actors 
and what kind of infrastructure do they use?

 What types of products and services are offered on the 
underground market?

 What are the distinguishing features of targeted attacks?

 What are the typical objectives of targeted attacks?

 What is Stuxnet, and why is it important?

 What are the phases of the cyber espionage workflow?
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